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We live in a world with a lot of Sherlock Holmes. Given the cyclical nature of pop culture memory, it's no surprise that one popular Sherlock fathered another, which spawned another. The crime stories of Arthur Conan Doyle and his brash detective have been going public for two hundred years, so we'd
say they've proven their right to be present in our lives. Today it was announced that another Sherlock will join the band: Ian McKellen will play an elderly Holmes in the upcoming adaptation of the novel Easy Trick of Mind. In celebration, we've rounded up some of the more prominent Sherlocks of recent
memory. If you, like me, assumed that Tina Fey and Amy Poeler's opening monologue at the Golden Globes would be the highlight of your night, then chances are you were completely unprepared for the glorious event that took place soon after. You all know the moment I'm talking about, when Benedict
Cumberbach and Jennifer Aniston were presented together at the Golden Globes. That's right, folks. Sherlock Holmes and Rachel Green were actually on stage together, and life as we know it will never be the same. But one of the great things about it was that this interaction was completely unplanned.
Faye and Pohler simply stated that whoever volunteered first would be able to present with a friends star - and it was an offer our beloved Kamberbatch simply couldn't refuse. Wow, said the British star when he met Aniston on stage. I feel like I won the contest. (Seriously, could he be cuter?) And while
their time together was running out too quickly, those precious moments were more than enough time for my brain to start rolling with sherlock and Rachel Green spin-off ideas. I mean, look, I know these me already have as much on their minds as they are. (And I certainly don't want to be responsible for
delaying Sherlock Season 4.) But how great would it be if these two iconic characters could fit in to create one phenomenal TV series? What's it even going to look like? I have some ideas... There will be tons of sarcasm just imagine the constant banter these two can produce. Although you know they'll
both eventually be biting each other and falling madly in love. (*Pass out*) epic fashion scarves. Pepto-bismol bridesmaid dresses. It doesn't matter. They'll still look amazing no matter what they wear. (Sometimes life is so unfair.) Enviable chemistry, because obviously I mean, just look at them. In fact, our
TVs will probably explode from all the sexual tension these two can create. Even heart-to-heart, don't worry, Raitz. Detective Holmes can load up all your troubles. They'll be the perfect detective team! (True Detective Season 3 Anyone?) I guess what I'm trying to say here is that these two are going to be
pretty fantastic together. So any chance of seeing them both on the screen She's a chance worth taking. Photos: Gfi (3); I don't know what that means. Vyflyf (3); What should life call me /Tumblr? Zorin Krystal/Tumblr; All this sherlockgifs/Tumblr should have been mission impossible, or at least a mission
that veered dangerously towards the cliché: to take one of the most iconic and rolled-up characters in literary history and give it away in a way that felt both bold and faithful. Still, that's exactly what writers Steven Moffat and Mark Gatiss did with Sherlock, the updated version of Arthur Conan Doyle's
beloved detective about PBS's masterpiece.Since debuting in 2010, the series - which trades in magnifying glasses and diaries for text messages and blogs - has received critical acclaim. To the delight of viewers, Moffat and Gettys effortlessly pepper their complex storylines with somber wit and quick
dialogue, serving to peel off the grim gravity that has historically surrounded Sherlock.Even so, the show was constantly humiliated at the Emmys - at least until this year, when everything but stole the show (Breaking Bad handled it), and fasting with three statues; One for star Benedict Cumberbach; One
for Martin Freeman, who plays Sherlock's assistant, Dr. John Watson; And one for Moffat, for outstanding writing for a miniseries, movie or Special.It was Moffat's first Emmy, but hardly his first award. The Scottish author, who began his career as an English teacher, has been gaining buzz and praise
since writing Press Gang in his mid-twenties. The show, about a high school newspaper, came about Moffat saying, by way of a strange set of events. When his father, who was a school principal, turned to a TV series that featured different schools every week, he reminded the producer that his son had a
great idea for a TV show. A few years later, Moffat recalled, the producer's girlfriend was in touch and asked if she could buy and develop the idea for a TV series. His father agreed – provided she gave his son a chance to write the script. Moffat went on to create the 1990s sitcoms joking about a divorce
he went through - and Jock, but his real breakthrough came with coupling, in 2000. The antidote is juicy for friends, the show was a huge hit and Britain has been moved - with less success - to Arahav and Greece.There are so many things where Victorian Sherlock Holmes and modern-day Sherlock
Holmes fit together perfectly. In 2005, Moffat switched genres when an opportunity arose to write an episode of the BBC series Der Ho (he eventually became the TV watcher). A devoted fan of the original – who credits his encouragement to enter television in the first place – Moffat says he leapt at the
opportunity because I loved the show so much. Besides establishing Moffat as A drama writer, Dr. Who served as a springboard for Sherlock.Moffat recently spoke to Fast Company about how the series came to be and creating a modern, less stuffy company: How did the idea come up to deal with
Sherlock Holmes? Steven Moffat Photograph: Courtesy of BBC Stephen Moffat: When I worked on Der Ho, Russell Davies ran it. I wrote him occasional episodes. I would often ride the train with Mark Gatiss who also worked on Der Ho, because we were very old friends. We realized we couldn't talk about
Dr Who on the train because it was such a big show; Everyone started listening. So we started talking about the other things we were passionate about, or passionate about in common, and one of them is Sherlock Holmes - the original Sherlock Holmes stories. And we kind of thanked each other that the
version of Sherlock Holmes that we enjoyed best were old, old-fashioned ones with Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce fighting the Nazis and all that nonsense. One day someone's going to update Sherlock Holmes again and we're really going to crash because we didn't do it. We felt there was something
more compelling about these, precisely because they were less respectful. He actually captured more than the cheeky nature of the original. And we said one day someone would do it again. One day someone's going to update Sherlock Holmes again and we're really going to crash because we didn't do
it. And we kept talking about it and I mentioned the call to my wife Sue, who is a very prominent TV producer. And she said, well, why don't you two do it? So she shut us in the room to talk about it, and we offered it to her, rather oddly in Monte Carlo at lunch. And we said, that's what Sherlock Holmes is,
that's what we'd do with it. And she loved it. So very quickly after that we got a pilot and then a series. It happened very smoothly. Adapting can be challenging, or at least involves a lot of creative decisions – why stay loyal, why update. How was that process for you and Mark? When you realise how
beautiful the Victorian version of Sherlock Holmes and the Victorian world of Sherlock Holmes mapped out about our modern world, you realise it's a must-do. Even coming home from the war in Afghanistan is in the original story. We're obsessed with sending messages, but they sent telegrams back then.
This whole idea of keeping a diary is resurrected in the form of the blog. There are so many things where Victorian Sherlock Holmes and modern-day Sherlock Holmes fit in perfectly. Did you go back and re-read the original stories or watch those old movies? Or do you want to distance yourself from the
original material? We shouldn't have re-read it. We already knew that pretty well. I mean, every now and then I have to check something or... To find some new ideas. But this is because we were already big fans of the original stories and aware that there was a lot of material in the original stories that no
one touched and that we could exploit. Most of our good ideas come from the real original stories. We have a lot of credit for putting Sherlock Holmes in to flog a body. It was presented in the original story. A lot of it comes from the knowledge of the original. You've had a varied writing career, from your
previous sitcom work to the more dramatic series you're working has now cost. Does one feel more natural than the other? I never thought about switching genres at all. It never feels different. So it didn't bother me, I haven't written comedy in years, unless Dr. He and Sherlock count, and sometimes I think
they do, but it doesn't feel any different, you're just an amusing TV writer. Christmas with HGTV everyone is happy about it! Christmas with HGTV three ideas! Christmas with HGTV Don't throw anything away! Christmas made it easier for HGTV. Christmas with HGTV you don't have to buy a new one!
Christmas with HGTV Super Upcycling! Christmas with HGTV Fast Christmas is tricky with HGTV Mount Lots of Glitter &amp; For The Little Wallet! Christmas with HGTV ideas &amp; Christmas inspiration with HGTV per apartment! Christmas with HGTV with lots of treats and toys! Do it by enjoying your
four-legged friend. Fall on HGTV also as a gift a beautiful idea DIY perfect gift for the cold autumn season on HGTV sweet autumn decoration! Fall on super spicy HGTV! Autumn on HGTV it will be beautiful! Fall on HGTV Sweet Autumn Decoration on HGTV Winter Fall Prep on HGTV for a pleasant
autumn atmosphere on HGTV at every hit Halloween party! Fall on HGTV Superlker! Fall on HGTV tips for your autumn decoration. Autumn on HGTV made of felt wool! Fall on HGTV in a beautiful autumn and autumn colors on HGTV Joanna Gaines style! Autumn on HGTV Creative Fall on HGTV
Beautiful Autumn Flowers on HGTV Perfect Fall did so on the way to that hacks &amp; tips and 7 tips to organize your gardening life we will give you tips. Super ecological diy use and different usage. DIY for feeling summer at DIY Natural Talent for your four rooms. Food, give yourself inspiration.
Inspired.
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